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THRSim11 is designed to cover the basic functions of the 68HC11 microcontroller. It provides the
following features: - Debugging of the programs running on the 68HC11 without using a real CPU -
Introducing the whole program into the buffer of the BUFFALO monitor software for easy debugging
- Recognizing the keyword @Pin to initiate the debugging with the real CPU - DEBUG command to
open the THRSim11 log files on the hard disk - Display of the state of each pin by clicking the
double-clicker under the function watch window. - Interchangeable Serial and Parallel port baud
rates - Introducing the whole program into the buffer of the BUFFALO monitor software for easy
debugging. If you need more information, go to for more details. !!! The latest release of the
program, version 1.0.0.2, is now available!!!. Version Information:
===================================== THRSim11 v1.1.0.2.beta Release
date: May 21, 2012 Compatible Models: ================== 68HC11, 68HC12, 68HC14,
68HC16, 68HC22, 68HC24, 68HC25, 68HC40, 68HC42, 68HC51, 68HC52, 68HC53, 68HC56,
68HC61, 68HC63, 68HC71, 68HC72, 68HC75, 68HC80, 68HC81, 68HC81, 68HC82, 68HC84,
68HC85, 68HC86, 68HC87, 68HC88, 68HC89, 68HC90, 68HC91, 68HC92, 68HC99, 68HC100,
68HC100, 68HC105 New Features: ============== - Ability to debug 68HC11 programs
without using the real CPU. - Importing the whole program into the buffer of the BUFFALO monitor. -
Individual choice of serial or parallel port baud rate for debugging - Interchangeable Serial and
Parallel port baud rates. Keywords: ========= - @Pin - @End - @Pin - Run - stop - enter debug
mode - exit debug mode - Upload - go to debug mode - go to serial port debug mode - Import the
current
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THRSim11 is a micro-controller emulator based on 68HC11 project and highly compatible with
EVM/EVM-compatible hardware. There are many features that makes THRSim11 different from
other debugger simulators. Based on the powerful BUFFALO monitor tool, THRSim11 provides
reliable communications with the tested hardware. Additionally, the emulator comes with the ability
to debug "vanilla 68HC11" programs in order to debug them on your target board in real time. The
online documentation for THRSim11 and its latest versions can be found at: Very simple, very
compact and very fast, the Micro 100V is the perfect vector card for fast emulation of VME or Mil-
STD-1553 interface. Choose the system type (VME or MIL-STD-1553) and the vector number (that
could be from 16 to 63) at power on. Just connect the vector to the target board and simulate the
system without any delay. Connect to a target board and start programming your Z80
microprocessor! Z80Expert V8 is the oldest and the most comprehensive Z80 emulator for many
different targets, including Zilog Z80, Hitachi High-Speed 32-bit Microcontrollers, Motorola MC6809,
6800, 68000 and other Z80 compatible microcontrollers. Connect to a target board and start
programming your Z80 microprocessor! Z80Expert V7 is the oldest and the most comprehensive
Z80 emulator for many different targets, including Zilog Z80, Hitachi High-Speed 32-bit
Microcontrollers, Motorola MC6809, 6800, 68000 and other Z80 compatible microcontrollers.
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Connect to a target board and start programming your Z80 microprocessor! Z80Expert V4 is the
oldest and the most comprehensive Z80 emulator for many different targets, including Zilog Z80,
Hitachi High-Speed 32-bit Microcontrollers, Motorola MC6809, 6800, 68000 and other Z80
compatible microcontrollers. With Z80Interrupt it is possible to send signals to the Z80 when a
microcontroller wants to inform the OS (or the user) of something. We can also receive such signals
with Z80Interrupt. Z80Interrupt is a very powerful micro-controller simulator. It is based on
Z80Delay, so once you set b7e8fdf5c8
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THRSim11 is the most complete system and controller simulator for 68HC11. It emulates both
USART, I/O, PIC and the 68HC11 chip. It gives you the possibility to debug 68HC11 programs on
your PC and also simulate them on your target board (EVM or EVB). Features: USART emulation with
115200 baud (yes, you can transfer complete 68HC11 programs and files via these speed!)
Simulate 68HC11 PIC 16/24 bit parallel I/O ports Simulate 68HC11 serial ports Insert and test serial
data on the simulator board A floating point coprocessor Simulate 68HC11 and BUFFALO chip and
the compatible monitor program Simulate other PICs (as PIC12, PIC13, PIC18, PIC24, PIC32)
Assembler for 68HC11 and BUFFALO programs Download THRSim11 Please note that THRSim11 is
an open-source project, that means you can use and modify all data and functions in it. If you use
THRSim11 and do not like to share it, you can open a license for your own usage. THRSim11 is
licensed under GNU GPL v2 or later. This program is based on documentation made by Mr. Oleg
Sibakov ( We are obliged to this documentation and this project. License information can be found
here: the 2018 NRL Season starting in just a few days, Brisbane Broncos have made a big
recruitment announcement. The Brisbane Broncos have made a big recruitment announcement for
their 2018 season and it involves the tough looking new recruit, Sione Katoa. The Samoan
international was signed off the Gold Coast Titans last year but was released by the Gold Coast
Titans last month. This release would set the stage for Katoa to be released by the Sea Eagles this
Friday. This release is clearly in the interests of the clubs who will see Katoa as a replacement for
Nate Myles, and the deal is expected to be done this week. The Broncos also have a name
emerging, Dallin Watene-Zelezni

What's New in the?

================== That program can read and write to virtually any 68HC11 device on
your PC. The monitor program provides you with a friendly and user-friendly simulator. It simulates
the function of any 68HC11 device, and adds software components as well. In contrast, a frame-
based simulator for 68HC11 offers no more than the simulation of a 16-bit processor. You have the
possibility to edit and assemble with the help of THRSim11. Additionally, you can edit in the
function editor to observe the modifications made. What does THRSim11 do?
======================= THRSim11 is a versatile program which can be used to write
68HC11 programs, assemble/debug programs, simulate device hardware, debug hardware and
communicate with other 68HC11 programs via the BUFFALO monitor program. It is also worth
mentioning that a frame-based simulator is not at all capable of simulating the real 68HC11
hardware or emulate the target board. THRSim11 is a 68HC11 micro-controller debug toolbox, it
provides a comprehensive and reliable all-in-one micro-controller. What can THRSim11 do?
===================== It supports and simulates almost any chip on the market:
68HC11 ----- The 68HC11 is the first and the most popular micro-controller for hobby projects and
home-brewing. Therefore, it is the program that is used most on this platform. The 68HC11 is a
16-bit micro-controller that can be programed in assembly and C. 68HC11-9D --------- The
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68HC11-9D is an upgrade for the 68HC11. The 9D has a memory width of 128 bytes. It offers an
extended address space, a data RAM, a stack, and I/O pins. 68HC11-1212 ----------- The
68HC11-1212 is an extension for the 68HC11. It offers four additional I/O pins and a 12-bit data
RAM. It also offers a 256 bytes of program memory. 68HC11-12D --------- The 68HC11-12D has the
following features: 8 bit I/O, 12 bit I/O and 12 bit RAM. It supports 24 bit data RAM. It offers 384
bytes of program memory. 68HC11-12D4 ------------ The 68HC11-
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System Requirements For THRSim11:

Recommended: OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 Processor: 2.5 GHz quad-core processor or faster Memory
(RAM): 4GB Graphics: GeForce GTX 660 or equivalent (For Quad-Core CPU) Minimum: OS: Windows
XP SP3 or later (Backward Compatible) Processor: 1.5 GHz single-core processor Memory (RAM):
512MB Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics device with 1GB of VRAM In order to run online, you must
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